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Key 2022 Priorities for Future Rising

Future Rising Fellowship Digital Story Hive

Social Action CampaignEducational Resources

Launching the 2022 Fellows 
Cohort

Building the Digital Hive

Integrating Educational 
Resources Into Our Curriculum

New Filmmaking

Leading Advocacy



Girl Rising currently reviewing 800+ applications 
from 61 countries for the 2022 cohort who will focus 
on water and food security, and local solutions.  The 
Fellowship Program will include:

● Handover Symposium with inaugural cohort 
and new 2022 Fellows

● Storytelling Bootcamp in early summer
● Fellowship stipends, additional financial 

resources, key opportunities to share their 
voice and vision on influential platforms 
including UNGA and COP27, mentoring and 
coaching

Future Rising Fellows 2022 Cohort



Girl Rising is establishing a new multi-year Future Rising Visionaries Fund to support 
nascent organizations founded by our Future Rising Fellows and Alumni. The Fund 
invests in organizations that are poised for impact and growth in their communities.  
Along with annual discretionary funding, Girl Rising will support these young social 
entrepreneurs with mentoring, capacity building, networking, and measurement and 
evaluation training. The Future Rising Visionaries Fund invests in the power and 
vision of young leaders to drive social change.

The Future Rising Visionaries Fund



Future Rising Visionaries Fund Spotlight

Future Rising Fellow Julieta Martinez is the founder of 
Tremendas a collaborative platform that connects youth 
engaged in grassroots climate activism. The project provides 
hands on climate education through the first ‘Climate Academy’ 
which graduated 600 youth last fall.  Altogether, Tremendas 
works with approximately 2000 adolescent girls across the 
Latin America. 

Future Rising Fellow Leticia Tituana founded WARMI Stem, 
an organization that seeks to support indigenous youth in the 
pursuit of STEM careers and that combines Indigenous 
ancestral knowledge of nature based solutions with Western 
science to meet local needs of indigenous communities that 
are facing environmental challenges around clean water and 
food security.

https://tremendas.cl/web/


Interactive digital platform that connects narratives and data 
to illuminate hidden connections between girls education 
and climate change

Fosters deeper more nuanced understanding of critical 
issues  by
using storytelling to humanize and contextualize data

● Fellows content
● Signature Future Rising content
● Crowdsourced and aggregated content
● Creative, media, educational and distribution 

partnerships

Currently creating a prototype
First Issue coming Fall 2022  

Digital Story Hive: A Different Kind of Climate Model



Social Action Campaign: 
STORYTELLING FOR CHANGE

IN DEVELOPMENT FOR 
PRODUCTION 2022

Two short films about remarkable
grassroots Girls’ Education and 
Climate Change solutions 



Future Rising is developing climate 
change-related educational resources and 
curricula for our 110+ local partners around the 
world - integrating locally relevant 
climate-informed educational tools that reach 10 
million adolescents. 

New pilot climate ‘booster’ educational tools for 
US Programs 

Pilot ‘Activist in Residence’ program for US middle 
and high school - a collaboration
with Fellows 

Educational Resources



Stories told from the ground up
By and about girls who are meeting this moment
To highlight the need for and promise of seeing the world differently
To celebrate girls’ ingenuity and leadership
A rallying cry for climate-informed education

How To Remake The World
A long form streaming series about girls and climate change

IN DEVELOPMENT 2022



This report summarizes 2020-21 achievements to date 
toward our key strategies for impact:

Partnerships with
● Organizations with the potential to scale
● Select organizations/schools for deep impact and 

building evidence for scale
● Governments

Adaptations and integration of Girl Rising education tools 
into digital platforms

Creation of new Girl Rising tools optimized for digital 
distribution to meet current educator/student needs

You Make This Possible
Thank you!


